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Complete nonsense sayings

She really has acting chops. Were
waiting for Kennedy the 22d the
date Kennedy was murdered buddy

Symbols of mother daughter
relationship
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the vegetable kingdom: ea, quae
terra gignit; the vegetable kingdom:
ea, quae e terra gignuntur; the
vegetable kingdom: ea, quae a
terra stirpibus continentur.
BORED? Play our free word games
– INTERACTIVE HANGMAN
Vowels Here is a collection of
words notable for their vowels.
Some have many, some have few;
some contain. The four young
faces on which the firelight shone
brightened at the cheerful words,
but darkened again as Jo said
sadly, "We haven't got Father, and
shall not have.
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A vowel combination is a combination of two or three vowels, or of a vowel and at least one consonant, that is associated with one or more specific single
sounds.
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